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 Abstract: Data reduction for bug sorting aims to construct a small-scale still as elegant set of bug 
information by means that of removal of bug reports and words, that are redundant as an alternative 
non-informative. In our work, existing strategies of Instance choice was combined with feature choice to 
scale back information scale on bug dimension still as word dimension. To avoid wasting labour price of 
developers, information reduction meant for bug sorting has 2 goals like reducing information scale and 
rising accurateness of bug sorting.  Our work provides An approach to leverage strategies on processing 
to make reduced still as high-quality bug information in computer code development still as maintenance. 
to search out order of applying instance choice still as feature choice, we tend to do away with attributes 
from historical bug information sets and a prognosticative model was thought of for a modern bug 
information set. Our information reduction will effectively decrease the information scale and find higher 
the accuracy of bug sorting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional software analysis is not totally 
appropriate for important and difficult data in 
software repositories. Large software projects 
organize bug repositories to maintain information 
collection and to help developers to manage bugs. 
Bug repository plays an important role in managing 
of software bugs. Software bugs are predictable and 
fixing bugs is high-priced within software 
development [1]. There are two challenges 
connected to bug data that might have an effect on 
effective usage of bug repositories within software 
development tasks. Software techniques suffer 
from low quality of bug data. Two distinctive 
features of low-quality bugs are noise as well as 
redundancy. Noisy bugs might mislead associated 
developers while redundant bug’s waste restricted 
time of bug handling. For handling of software 
data, data mining has emerged as a promising 
solution. By means of leveraging data mining 
methods, repositories of mining software can 
expose interesting information within software 
repositories and resolve the software problems of 
real world.  Huge number of new bugs is stored 
within bug repositories in which a bug is managed 
as a bug report that records textual description of 
reproducing bug and updates in relation to status of 
bug fixing. A bug repository provides a data 
platform to manage lots of tasks on bugs [2]. A 
time-consuming measure of managing of software 
bugs is bug triage that aims to allocate a proper 
developer to fix a new bug. In our work, we 
address the difficulty of data reduction for bug 
triage that is how to reduce bug data to save labour 
cost of developers and get better quality to make 
easy the procedure of bug triage. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
To avoid the high-priced cost of manual bug triage, 
existing works has projected an automatic bug 
triage method, which applies the methods of text 
classification to predict developers meant for bug 
reports. In this approach, a bug report is mapped 
towards a document and an associated developer is 
mapped to label of document. In conventional 
software development, new bugs are manually 
triaged by means of an expert developer. Because 
of huge number of daily bugs and lack of 
knowledge of the entire bugs, manual bug triage is 
costly in time cost and low in accurateness.  Later 
bug triage is converted into text classification 
problem and is solved by mature methods of text 
classification. On the basis of results of text 
classification, a human triager allocates new bugs 
by means of incorporation of his knowledge. To 
progress accuracy of text classification methods for 
bug triage, some additional techniques were 
considered. On the other hand, important and 
inferior bug data within bug repositories obstruct 
the methods of automatic bug triage. While the data 
of software bugs are of free-form text data, it is 
essential to produce well-processed bug data to 
make possible the application. In our work we 
address the difficulty of data reduction for bug 
triage that is how to reduce bug data to save labour 
cost of developers and get better quality to make 
easy the procedure of bug triage. To find out order 
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of applying instance selection as well as feature 
selection, we take out attributes from historical bug 
data sets and a predictive model was considered for 
a latest bug data set.  Our data reduction can 
effectively decrease the data scale and get better the 
accuracy of bug triage.  Instance selection was 
combined with feature selection to reduce data 
scale on bug dimension as well as word dimension 
[3][4]. The reduced bug data hold fewer bug 
reports as well as fewer words than the original bug 
data and offer related information over original bug 
data. Reduced bug data was evaluated according to 
two criteria such as scale of a data set as well as 
accuracy of bug triage.  
III. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 
SYSTEM 
A recorded bug is known as bug report, which 
includes several items for detailing data of 
reproducing bug. Manual bug triage by means of a 
human triager is time consuming as well as error-
prone while number of bugs is huge to exactly 
allocate and a human triager is tough to master 
information regarding the entire bugs. Existing 
methods has employed the approaches based on 
text classification to support bug triage. Bug 
repositories are extensively used for managing of 
software bugs, and when a software bug is found, a 
developer, records this bug towards bug repository 
[5]. Bug repository plays a significant role in 
managing of software bugs and huge software 
projects manage bug repositories to preserve 
information collection and to help developers to 
manage bugs. In the traditional approaches, a bug 
report is mapped towards a document and an 
associated developer is mapped to label of 
document and later bug triage is converted into text 
classification problem and is solved by mature 
methods of text classification.  In our work, to save 
labor cost of developers, data reduction meant for 
bug triage has two goals such as reducing data 
scale and improving accurateness of bug triage.  In 
contrast to modelling the textual data of bug reports 
in traditional works we intend to augment dataset to 
construct a pre-processing method, which is 
functional before an existing bug triage method. 
Bug triage aims to allocate a suitable developer to 
fix a recent bug that is to find out who must fix a 
bug.  We address the difficulty of data reduction for 
bug triage that is how to reduce bug data to save 
labour cost of developers and get better quality to 
make easy the procedure of bug triage. To our 
knowledge, none of the traditional works has 
explored bug data sets meant for bug triage. In a 
related difficulty, defect prediction, several works 
has focused on data quality of software defects. 
Instance selection was combined with feature 
selection to reduce data scale on bug dimension as 
well as word dimension. The reduced bug data 
consists of fewer bug reports as well as fewer 
words than the original bug data and offer 
associated information over original bug data. 
Reduced bug data was evaluated based on two 
criteria for instance scale of a data set as well as 
accuracy of bug triage. Contrary to multiple-class 
classification within bug triage, defect prediction is 
a problem of binary class classification, which 
predicts whether a software artifact includes faults 
in relation to extracted features of artefact. In our 
work, we consider a value for a set of software 
artifacts while traditional works in software metrics 
expect a value for individual software artefact [5]. 
To discover order of applying instance selection as 
well as feature selection, we take out attributes 
from historical bug data sets and a predictive model 
was considered for a latest bug data set to 
determine reduction order for recent bug data set 
based on historical bug data sets. Attributes within 
this model are statistic values of bug data sets. 
None of the representative words of bug datasets 
are removed as attributes. Contrary to existing 
work on studying features of data quality or else 
focusing on duplicate bug reports our work is 
utilized as a pre-processing method for bug triage, 
which improves data quality and reduce data scale. 
In our work, we take out attributes of a bug data set 
and believe that the entire the bugs within this data 
set are reported in certain days. Compared with 
time of bug triage, time range of bug data set is 
ignored hence, extraction of attributes from bug 
data set is functional towards real-world 
applications [6]. 
 
Fig1. Reduction of bug data for bug triage 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Traditional works has projected an automatic bug 
triage method, which applies the methods of text 
classification to predict developers meant for bug 
reports for avoidance of high-priced cost of manual 
bug triage. In our work we deal with the difficulty 
of data reduction for bug triage that is how to 
reduce bug data to save labour cost of developers 
and get better quality to make easy the procedure of 
bug triage. Instance selection was combined with 
feature selection to reduce data scale on bug 
dimension as well as word dimension. Our data 
reduction can effectively decrease the data scale 
and get better the accuracy of bug triage. Bug triage 
is a high-priced step of software maintenance in 
labour cost as well as time cost. Manual bug triage 
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is costly in time cost and low in accurateness due to 
huge number of daily bugs and lack of knowledge 
of the entire bugs.  To detect order of applying 
instance selection as well as feature selection, we 
take out attributes from historical bug data sets and 
a predictive model was considered for a latest bug 
data set. 
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